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In 1984, when I attended the National Association for Campus Activities (NACA) conference in Tennessee I was wrestling 
with career decisions. A new professional, I was struggling with whether this was the field for my life's work. I was 
exploring law school, management training, doctorates in higher education (or maybe art history). My plans were scattered. 
At that conference, I attended a Leadership Banquet at which Sara Boatman, chair of the NACA Board, was presiding. Sara 
talked about how wonderful the student affairs field is, how rewarding (and frustrating) it is to work with students, and why 
she would never consider doing anything else. I was inspired to remain in student affairs—I never looked back. 

In preparation for the speech upon which this essay is based, I sent a message to the listserv of graduates and friends of the 
University of Vermont's Higher Education and Student Affairs masters program. They range from recent graduates to 30-
year veterans. I asked them to respond to three questions: 

What drew you to the student affairs field?
Why do you stay?
What do you think of when you consider leaving? 

Their stories are relayed here as a reflection of the ups and downs of a student affairs career. 

What Drew You to the Field?

Someone Drew Me In
Brian Watkins of DePaul University said his reasons for entering the field were 

"More a matter of "who" drew me to the field...the director of campus activities at my alma mater. Her passion 
for and commitment to students made an impact in so many lives...I've always wanted to be an educator, and 
her example led me to understand that student affairs professionals are educators—and that I, too, could have a 
positive impact in the lives of college students."

The professionals who responded told stories of how they were lost, in trouble, out of money, and/or looking for leadership. 
Someone, usually a student affairs educator, recognized and responded to their need. 

Community
The community that exists in this field was the next reason cited for joining the field. Jon Merchant, a masters student, said, 

"I saw so much passion for working with students in these professionals' eyes. It made me realize that this was 
the profession for me."

Student workers become leaders who take on more and more responsibilities until they are swept into a field previously 
unknown before they entered college. 

Power of College to Transform
Diane Clokey, half of a dual-career student affairs couple, talked about the ways in which college transforms the lives of 
students. 

"As a first generation college student who held my breath every semester about whether or not my aid would 
be enough to keep me in school, I continue to believe that my presence in the field makes a difference if I can 
help one student to persist."
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Wh� Do You �ta� i� the Field?

Love of the Work
Rick �atteau, Class of 1995, Senior Dean, Columbia University, said, 

"Even when I am faced with student discipline issues, angry parents, bureaucracy, office politics, and other 
"less-than-perfect" work situations—just one positive interaction with a student reaffirms my commitment to 
this profession...When I know that I have made a difference in a student's life because I helped him or her 
decide on a major...or helped him or her resolve a personal or academic issue, or just listened, it is very 
fulfilling. �ne student has the power to keep these professionals motivated and encouraged."

�atie Hawley, a student affairs educator at Champlain College in Vermont, provided a thoughtful summary of what she 
believes about her work in student affairs. 

" 'Frustrating'—that was the first word on my Statement of Purpose when applying to the HESA �maters� 
program. Frustrating. I can remember it clearly, although I wrote it almost ten years ago...I tormented about 
that word...Should I leave it in or take it out? 

Well, I left it in...it was the most accurate word to describe how I felt when I first transferred....This one word... 
this one feeling...was also a gift. It gave me a sense of direction. It gave me a clear purpose....�es, an odd way 
to begin—out of frustration. But, it truly has been a gift of a beginning. All that I have learned in class, read in 
articles, absorbed from panel discussions...falls against this backdrop of eliminating frustration for students. 
This does not mean that I do things for students rather than with them. This does not mean that I am unwilling 
to challenge students' thinking and ideas. It does not mean that I create policies and procedures without a 
thought to the integrity of the system as a whole. It is simply my personal framework that I use to approach the 
more administrative aspects of my position. 

I believe that because I find merit and satisfaction in reducing and eliminating frustration for students I have 
not become as worn as many of my colleagues. �es, like my colleagues I find the most significant and 
rewarding aspects of my position to come as I am witness to students developing and changing. �es, if I could 
spend more time working directly with students I would. The reality, however, is that much of the work we do 
is administrative in nature. So many of my colleagues complain that they want to just 'get through the 
administrative crap' to be able to do the 'real' work with students. But, in my opinion, it all is real work. It all 
touches the lives of students. This is why I remain in student affairs."

Joy and the Joy of �rowing
Stephanie �urtzman, Class of 1998, Women's Programs and Community Services, at Washington University, gave this 
reason for staying in the field: 

"There is S� MUCH joy in student affairs, so much daily laughter with colleagues, students...Nowhere else 
have I learned more about myself or grown more as both a person and a professional than in student affairs 
work."

Michael Paul Wong, an assistant dean in California, continued the joy theme: 

"Student affairs is fun and interesting. Every day is a new day, and you just never know what is going to walk 
through your door: amusing, tragic, annoying, joyful, or threatening, this job very rarely gets boring."

Melanie Adams, Associate Director of Student Activities, Washington University, said, 

"Many of my family and friends think I blow up balloons for a living. They hear the words student activities 
and think it is all comedians, dance parties, and large inflatable games. If that is all there was, I would not stay. 
Instead, I stay because of the students and the influence I hope I am having on them. �es, I do help students 
book comedians, DJs, and large inflatable games, but it is the conversations that take place during this process. 
They tell me about their families, significant others, and academic problems without fear of judgment. They 
see the �ffice of Student Activities as a safe haven where they can come for comfort, food, and an honest 
answer."

Social Change and Social Justice
Many student affairs educators work to increase diversity and achieve multiculturalism. But the intensity with which 
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several respondents linked their commitment to the field to social justice was surprising. Dan Watts, Associate Director, 
Residential Life, University of Rochester, said, 

"I love the opportunity I have to work toward inclusion and understanding...I get to be a social-justice educator. 
I love that students look up to me as a role model and mentor and a proud, out gay man."

Safe and �pen Place
Both heterosexual graduates and �ay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgendered (�LBT) alumni/ae talked about student affairs 
as a safe place. Dan Watts said, 

"Student affairs captured me because it was a safe place. I was trained to be a high school teacher, but 
something I couldn't name kept holding me back from the classroom. I always knew I wanted to teach, but I 
never felt wholly myself when I was in the classroom. This safe place sentiment was not echoed by the 
graduates of color who responded to my questions."

What Do You �hi�� o� Whe� You �o��ider �ea�i�� �tude�t ���air�?

Money
Stephanie �urtzman's response about the lack of decent salaries in student affairs was particularly chilling. 

"I often hesitate encouraging students into the field because I wonder if they can do something with their 
talents that will lead to a better quality of life in terms of time and money."

This is an issue that preparation program faculty, supervisors, and senior student affairs officers must address. What are the 
ways that we wear out new professionals, compelling them to leave the field before their time? What ways does the field 
need to change to reverse this trend? �atie Hawley provided insight about why she stays—and why she might leave. 

"When I think about leaving, and I do, it is always for the same reason—money. I know that I could double or 
triple my salary by working in the corporate sector doing similar work... I really don't want to devote hours of 
time trying to bring up a web site that will enable L.L. Bean customers to see what color fleece vests are 
currently in stock...But, I am more than willing (in fact I am enthusiastic) about working to create a web site 
that will enable students to log on and read course descriptions, course syllabi, faculty bios and internship site 
descriptions. I get completely jazzed about students being able to walk through on-line advising workshops. I 
think it's great when I finally get to meet a student in person whom I've known only on-line as 
'Snowbunny264.' "

Michael Paul Wong waxed poetic in his comments about the lack of monetary benefits in the student affairs field: 

"If free t-shirts, bag lunches, and former student e-mails were equivalent to salary and benefits we would be the 
richest folks in town. Instead I've got two drawers full of t-shirts, a mini fridge in my office full of cold 
sandwiches and crushed chips, and 100 e-mails on my hard drive from all over the world. I also have thousands 
of dollars worth of debt, no house, no kids, and a pile of dry cleaning I can't afford."

A Simpler Life
Adrea Jaehnig, Class of 1990 and a professional from Syracuse University, expressed a desire for a "simpler life." 

"I sometimes wonder if I left if somehow life would be simpler. I find the complexities of student affairs work 
to be tiring and personal at times...While I wish I had the ability at times to turn it off and not care, given the 
choice—I would not change anything. While I envy and respect those who can leave their jobs behind at the 
end of the day—I am not sure that I would find the fulfillment in that way of life. At the end of my career, I 
hope to have done much more than put in my hours. While I don't mean this egotistically, I hope I will have 
done my part in changing lives."

Cease to Be Challenged
The last reason given for leaving the field was that they would not be challenged anymore. Rick �atteau said, 

"I am concerned that after a few years, I won't feel as challenged in student affairs or be able to professionally 
advance in a field where opportunities become more limited."

Rick's words remind me of words spoken by one of my education faculty colleagues, "what does it take to sustain a career 
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over a lifetime?" 

�he �e��o�� �ear�ed

We can learn several lessons about our field from the words of wisdom shared by students and graduates of Vermont's 
masters program. 
l Attend to the viability of the field. 
l Reconcile the lack of monetary rewards with the intangible advantages. 
l Create more opportunities for staff to express their passions. 
l Address workaholism. 
l Assume that we are educators. 

After listening to Sara Boatman in 1984, I decided to stay in the field. As a faculty member, I work with students everyday. 
I wish I made more money, I am often challenged beyond my capabilities. I would not change anything. My sentiments 
reflect those in the following quote provided by Loren Herren: "There are days, of course, but if we never question why we 
do what we do, then we're likely not trying hard enough...My ambition is to be an excellent educator, so as long as I have 
students, I'll be happy." 

(Essay adapted from a speech given at a regional conference of the National Association for Campus Activities.) 
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